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f only there were a silver bullet for leaders….

Many leaders are constantly seeking the ultimate solution to build a strong culture, raise
performance levels and operate at maximum efficiency and effectiveness.
There are, of course, widely appreciated management methods for raising performance. But
they’re rarely put into practice. Perhaps it’s because they feel counterintuitive to many managers.
Even the leaders who use them, and whose enterprises benefit from the results, don’t know why
they work. So the value of these powerful practices is often overlooked.
That’s where neuroscience comes in. Breakthroughs in human brain research are revealing
new insights about cognitive processes. With a little knowledge of how these three underused
practices affect the brain, you can use them to generate a more energizing culture.

1.

Purpose

Take the time to help employees fully understand the purpose of their work – explaining the
significant value of tasks, so they understand their contribution to the organization’s larger
objectives.
When people know the reason goals exist, it’s easier to form a “goal hierarchy” – a mental
structure in which priorities can be considered as complements rather than obstacles to one
another. This makes it more likely that people will follow through.
Stressing purpose to employees helps leaders deploy the cognitive power of altruism. The
brain’s reward system is directly activated by helping others. When it’s clear to employees that
they’re helping others through their work, their intrinsic motivation rapidly expands.
Management by objectives is a far more limited mental schema than management by aspiration.

2.

Autonomy

Micromanagement, the opposite of autonomy and the default behavior for many managers,
puts people in a threatened state. The resulting feelings of fear and anxiety interfere with
performance.
A reduction in autonomy is experienced by the brain in much the same way as a physical
attack. This “fight-or-flight” reaction, triggered when a perceived threat activates the brain,

includes autonomic activity that makes people reactive: They are now attuned to threat and
assault, and primed to respond quickly and emotionally.
When this fight-or-flight reaction kicks in, productivity falls and the quality of decisions is
diminished. When the neural circuits for being reactive drive behavior, controlling oneself, paying
attention, innovating, planning and problem solving are all diminished.
By giving employees some genuine autonomy, a company can reduce the frequency,
duration, and intensity of this threat state. Indeed, the perception of increased choice in itself
activates reward-related circuits in the brain, making employees feel more at ease.

3.

Recognition

Recognize employees’ success in a skillful and considered way to deliver recognition that
matters. This doesn’t mean heaping undeserved praise on people; it means celebrating a job well
done while keeping the bar high.
The most effective leaders convey recognition and, where possible, reward employees for
productive steps forward. They relay positive feedback from customers; they take care to include
employees’ managers when giving thanks and recognition; and they personalize their messages.
When leaders recognize employees’ strengths before the team, it activates the same regions
of the employee’s brain as would winning a large sum of money. Rewards of all kinds, including
social rewards, tend to release the neurotransmitter dopamine, which produces good feelings.
These reward circuits encourage people to repeatedly behave the same way.
Public personal recognition provides lots of rewards for our brains. It increases social status,
enhances the sense of being a valued member of the group, and shows that hard work will be
fairly recognized. Most people’s neural circuits will respond directly and positively to these.
The Benefits of Imitation
The three management approaches I’ve described can create a climate of trust that spirals
upward through the organization because people in social settings tend to pick up the mood and
attitudes of others nearby, often to a degree they don’t consciously realize.
This process, which neuroscientists call imitation, has been studied extensively. For example,
“emotional contagion” has shown how one person’s emotions can rapidly influence those of a
group. The brain also has a process known as mirror neuron activity – when people see others act
in a certain way, circuits in their brain are activated as if they had taken the actions themselves,
even if they don’t directly imitate that behavior. Observation can at times substitute for personal
experience – watching someone else in a situation can have an impact on the brain similar to that
of experiencing it directly.
The workplace is a natural medium for viral behavior, transmitted through observation. As
long as employees see the difference it makes, a change in a few individuals’ neural patterns can
move rapidly through the organization. Social scientists sometimes refer to this phenomenon as

social proof or the bandwagon effect, and it has long been documented as a vehicle for social
change.
There’s enormous potential for combining neuroscience theory with efforts to help leaders
improve the positive impact of their organization’s culture. The more leaders who understand the
value of fostering autonomy, purpose, and recognition—and who translate these principles into
practice—the more others will mirror them and the more widespread these practices will become
within the company.
By providing scientific evidence of the power of social imitation behaviors, neuroscience can
help leaders see the value of constructive organizational culture change, and deploy more
effective ways to accomplish it.
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